The One Page Career Plan for Executives and Professionals with
The Career Coach (www.thecareercoach.co.uk)
Is it time you did some career planning? Are you stuck in your career? Are you
unsure of where you want to go next?
Until now opportunities may have come to you and you may not have needed a Career
Plan or Strategy. Or perhaps you had one years ago and it’s no longer relevant.
If you’re now at a crossroads where you want to make the next move count and you are
an Executive or Professional who’s been asking yourself questions like


“Should I go for a bigger role?”



“Should I return to a more client facing or more technical role?”



“Should I find another role in my current organisation or look outside?”

… but you need support to explore the possible options and validate the best ones for
you our One Page Career Plan programme is for you.
Benefits of the Programme
Having a well-thought out and up to date Career Plan will give you


Clarity about your career and the various dimensions of career planning



A variety of possibilities to move forward



Clear next steps to take to advance your career, and



Reduce the risk of making a wrong turn

Once you are able to clearly articulate your talents and value proposition to others and
are certain in your own mind about which organisations you want to offer this to, you will
be able to accelerate your career trajectory in your existing organisation and/or attract
great opportunities in new ones.
Elements of the Programme
Used alongside one of our Job Search Pages or as a standalone our One Page Career
Plan Coaching Programme will guide you step by step through the following areas:



Where do I really add greatest value? What are my strengths? How can I play
more to my strengths?



Where are my gaps? What do I want to learn? Am I looking to build knowledge,
skills, and experience in a bigger or different way?



What kind of culture am I looking for in an organisation – and does that exist or I
am being too idealistic?



Creating a personal compelling career vision, even if you have no idea right now
how to even visualise that



Assessing the effectiveness of your professional network so you can find your
next opportunity and fulfil your career vision.

The programme is available as a standalone package. Or can be combined with, and as
a natural pre-cursor, to one of our Job Search Packages. It can also be combined with
our Strengthscope psychometric tool if you wish to identify your key strengths at work
and how you use them in combination with one another so as to be able to articulate
more clearly to recruiters and employers what you bring to the table for an additional
£60.
This programme is not suitable for those looking to make a radical change to their
career. If you are looking to change both role and sector, then our Find Your New
Direction: A Seven Session Programme for Career Changers is more suitable.
Methods of Delivery
The Programme, which results in a completed One Page Career Plan for you to take
away and implement.
Choose from doing this:



As 6 X 1 hour weekly sessions by telephone or Skype - £975
As a one day face-to-face intensive from 9.30am to 4.00pm with lunch included at
London Bridge for £1100

Next steps

To arrange a career review to see if this programme is right for you, book a 40 minute
call in our online calendar https://rostoynbee.coachesconsole.com/calendar/, email
ros@thecareercoach.co.uk or call 020 7702 9299.
I look forward to meeting you.

